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Abstract Many empirical studies emphasize the role of social networks in job

search. The social network implicated in this process is known to be characterized

by diversified properties, including communities, homophily or ties having various

strength levels. Nevertheless, previous models of the labor markets fail to capture

the complexity of social networks, as each specific network requires the develop-

ment of specific algorithms. In this paper, we rather rely on an independent generic

network generator for creating detailed networks describing friendships, colleagues,

communities and various degrees of connectivity. We build a simple model of the

labor market in which individuals find positions solely through their acquaintances,

and update their network when being hired. This original experimental setting fa-

cilitates the analysis of various characteristics of networks in the labor market, in-

cluding various sizes, the number of friendship links or the impact of communities.

Experiments confirm the ”strength of weak ties” phenomenon. However, the ini-

tial characteristics of the network like the existence of communities are shown to

be destroyed by the implausible mechanisms integrated into this simplistic model;

this suggests that the impact of plausible networks on models’ dynamics may only

be studied when the mechanisms of this economic model are plausible as well - in

other words, ”a model is only as descriptive as its most implausible component”. Ex-

periments show that, whereas friend are always more useful than colleagues, weak

friends are especially useful when the market is stable and with low unemployment

and vacancy rate.
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1 Introduction

Field studies on job search highlighted several stylized facts. First, Stylized Fact 1

[SF1] : searching and finding a job implies the use of social acquaintances to re-

trieve information (see [8] for a review). This social structure is commonly repre-

sented using the social network metaphor: each individual is represented as a node,

and communication links as edges in this network. From an economic perspective,

the communication of job opportunities through social relationships may lead to in-

complete information in the market, thus possibly leading to a suboptimal market

efficiency. Many recent models of the labor market already described such a social

network and studied its influence on the market’s efficiency (e.g. [9, 4]).

Secondly, [SF2] : all ties (links) are not equally useful for job seekers, nor lead to

the same information. Since the famous Granovetter’s studies on job search [6, 7], it

became common to distinguish weak and strong ties; strong ties in a social network

reflect frequent interactions between individuals, while weak ties typically lead to

less frequent and less personal relationships. Until now, only few models (notably

[11]) described several link types to study the impact of this stylized fact on the

market.

Moreover, strong ties are more local, because they are mainly created and main-

tained because of common workplaces (co-workers), life-places or other activities

(near family, friends); typically, the clusters observed in social networks are mainly

made of strong ties. Weak ties are more random in the network; they correspond

to old friendships born at school or for family. Granovetter observed that despite

of long distance and rare interactions, weak ties are more efficient for finding job

opportunities than strong ties: strong ties correspond to less diversified people who

may communicate easily but receive the very same information, while weak ties

link more different people exposed to different types of information. These obser-

vations were replicated on different countries and populations (see [12, p.5] and [8]

for detailed reviews).

Thirdly, [SF3] shared by all empirical studies on social networks [5, 15], un-

derlines the complex nature of these social networks: the positions of agents in their

social environment is far from being random; at the dyadic level, it appears that peo-

ple tend to bond together when they have close socio-demographic characteristics

or interests (homophily), or more generally that the existence of a social tie depends

on the properties of individuals (assortativness). Some recent models included this

kind of complex properties such as homophily on employment status [3] or ethnicity

[12] (see also [8] for a detailed review of existing models). Nevertheless, because

of the difficulty to generate plausible networks1 including individuals with several

1 We define ”plausible networks” as networks which, given state-of-art metrics and observation

tools, complies with our limited knowledge on the real networks.
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interdependent attributes2, these ”more detailed” networks remain very simplified

compared to real ones.

The use of social acquaintances to search for jobs often changes with location and

demographic characteristics. Living in the same location increases the probability

of co-working, as do similar socio-demographic characteristics [2]. Moreover, com-

plex patterns are robustly observed in real networks at the scale of the triad (strong

clustering or transitivity rate, intuitively corresponding to the ”friends of my friends

are also my friends” effect). The recent stream of statistical analysis of large net-

works [10] also highlighted network-scale properties of real networks, including

the frequent presence of biased distribution of degree of connectivity (most people

have few ties, while few trust a big number of relationships).

The numerous studies listed before suggest a strong impact of the structure of

social network on the efficiency of job search, including the strong impact of specific

properties of networks on this market3.

Previous studies focus either on the impact of initial networks detailed in various

levels on the markets’ dynamics or on the strategic evolution of simple networks.

In this paper, we describe both a rich initial network and its evolution. Among oth-

ers, this approach aims to provide possible answers to the question: “how realistic

initial networks should be in labor market models where these networks evolve en-

dogenously ?”. In order to simplify the generation of “rich” networks, based on

properties (e.g. assortativness, homophily or communities) matching those of real

networks, we use an independent software generator dedicated to the reconstruc-

tion of plausible networks for social simulation. This original experimental setting

enables to explore easily the impact of different networks.

In the next section we will describe the two components of our experimental

setting: the use of an generic network generator for constructing the initial networks

and a simple model of the labour market. In section 3 we show some results of

experiments focused on the efficiency of various link types for finding a job, and on

the evolution of networks.

2 For instance, let us suppose we wish to generate a multiplex network containing strong and weak

ties, with agents being tagged with a ”red” or ”blue” color supposed to reflect their ethnicity, and a

”gender” attribute that influences their friendship links. Should we first generate the network and

then set the color attribute of agents in order to reflect the homophily observed from field studies,

as done in [12] ? Once this first attribute is set, how could we assign gender attributes in a plausible

way ? The addition of each supplementory attribute requires new algorithms, thus making the

exploration of the sensitivity of markets to rich networks time-costly and hard to reproduce and

communicate. In short, this technical limitation on networks’ generation makes almost impossible

the computationnal study of the impact of numerous complex properties which are both observed

in real networks and presumed to impact job search.
3 Note that some authors used networks, not for describing the structure of communications, but

rather to analyze patterns of employment by describing them as networks [13].
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Fig. 1 A whole cycle in the simulation

2 Model and Experimental settings

2.1 Labor market model

We describe a basic multi-agent model of the labor market, in which agents represent

both the firms (characterized by a number of jobs) and individuals (employed or

unemployed). This market is designed such that the total number of individuals Ni

is proportional to the total number of jobs Nj :

MarketTension = Ni

Nj
.

The social network describes the structure of communication used by the agents

to communicate job opportunities. Tacking stock of empirical studies (see before),

we describe different kinds of relationships in this multiplex network: friendship

links, colleagues (including both current colleagues and former ones) and spouses.

The behaviour of an agent, ran at each step, depends of his employment status.

A cycle in the simulation takes place in 3 parts (Figure 1). First (A), Firms ran-

domly lay off some of their employees with a random probability FiringProba.

Otherwise the employee is kept in the Firm.

In the second part (B) Individual agents interact. If they are unemployed, they

look for a job. In this model, individuals may only find jobs using their social

acquaintances (as done previously [1]). The Individual agents may contact their

friends, colleagues etc. In order to comply with [SF2], a probability of interaction

p(linktype) is associated to each link type in order to communicate positions. Then

they candidate to all the vacancies they are aware of.

In the last part of the cycle (C) Firms iterate all their vacancies. If a vacancy

has no candidature requests, it stays vacant. When a vacancy has several candidates,

the Firm chooses randomly a candidate to be hired under the condition that it will

not hire an individual that it has just laid off. As soon as an individual is hired,

his new colleagues are added to his set of ”colleague” acquaintances; however, in

order to forbid agents to know the entire population, colleagues are them removed

randomly from this list of acquaintances, in order to keep the list of colleagues
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to at most max colleagues (parameter). As a consequence, individuals remember

past colleagues from past positions; however, the older the colleague, the higher the

probability to break this tie.

2.2 Social network generation

We represent as a social network the social relationships that may lead to the com-

munication of job offers. In this network, vertices are agents (either individuals or

firms) while edges represent a dyadic relationship between these agents.

Networks used as parameters are built with the YANG4 network generator [14]

which stands as a generic tool dedicated to the generation of plausible networks for

social simulation. This flexible tool enables the tuning of the networks’ properties,

including the definition of dense clusters of colleagues and the random creation

of friendships links across the network. Throughout experiments, the size of firms

(number of jobs) or the number of friends will be tuned for assessing their impact

on the simulation.

The network generator accepts as many discrete agents’ attributes as desired.

Attributes of agents are described in YANG as random variables in a Bayesian

network. This formalism enables the description of interdependencies between at-

tributes. Probabilities associated with these variables are defined as follows: agent-

Types takes value ’firm’ with probability 0.1 and ’individual’ with probability 0.9,

leading the generator to create one firm per nine individuals. In the same way,

gender take ’male’ and ’female’ values with probability 0.5 for individuals and

value ’notRelevant’ for firms. At initialization, 10% of the workers are not tied

to firms and will have to find a job5. In practice, the degree for friendship (at-

tribute auto friends degree) will be set to 5 or 2, depending to the experiments.

In and out degree of connectivity for the matching of firms (auto eco indegree and

auto eco outdegree) respectively describe the number of links getting out of an in-

dividual (1 if employed, 0 else) and going in a firm (9 for all firms in the first

experiments).

The last parameters of the generator are the generation rules6, which describe

how the links are actually created in the population. YANG accepts two types of

generation rules: ”attributes rules” refer to generation rules that match two agents

depending to their attributes, while ”transitivity rules” propose the creation of links

at the triadic scale by transitivity. We define the generation rules described in Ta-

ble 1. The spirit of these rules, which will be applied in this order, is to create

wedding links; then, to attribute to each worker a firm; then, to create links between

all the colleagues; last, to create friendship links randomly across the population.

4 http://yang.res-ear.ch
5 Which will generate initially 10% of unemployment.
6 Note that attributes rules always implicitly take into account the degree described before as an

attribute of the agent. Laso notes that some of these rules are changed in some experiments.
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rule name method principle

wedding attributes create links ’spouses’ between males and females

for 80% of agents with max degree 1

match attributes create links ’worksInFirm’ between individuals

having ’employed’ as salarialStatus and firms

colleagues transitivity when an agent A1 ’worksInFirm’ A2, and an-

other agent A3 ’worksInFirm’ A2, then create a

link ’colleague’ A1 and A3

friendsRandom attributes create links ’friendship’ between individuals in

pure random way

Table 1 Generation rules

The YANG network generator uses all of these parameters for generating random

networks of size N. It first creates the whole population, each agent being given a

combination of the possible attributes values. This population is stored in an SQL

database. Then, the generator applies all the generation rules, by retrieving agents

that may be tied together by SQL set operations on the population. The software

that implements the generator also provides dynamic visualization of the network

generation in order to check their plausibility. More details on this algorithm are

provided in [14]. The detailed parameters are provided as supplementary material

for reproduction purpose.

It is important to note that, as this network generator is random, the generated

population may be slightly biased; for instance, the actual proportions of agents and

firms may be 85/15 instead of the theoretical 90/10. As a consequence, the number

of positions and individuals in sometimes not strictly equal in generated networks.

To solve this problem, when networks are loaded, open positions are removed ran-

domly if positions are too numerous, or open positions are added if workers are too

numerous.

2.3 Experimental settings

This model was implemented in Java (1.6) under the platform Repast7. The results

we present here were attained by simulations involving 1 000 agents : 900 individ-

uals and 100 firms. We measure the aggregated value for all the indicators after 300

steps on 1000 simulations.

Except when stated otherwise, the simulations’ parameters are fixed arbitrarily

with these values:

• max colleagues = 5
• marketTension = 1
• FiringRate ∈ {0.01; 0.04; 0.07; 0.1}
• p(spouse) = 1.0, p(colleagues) = 1.0

7 http://repast.sourceforge.net
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• p(friend) = ProbaFriend ∈ {0.2; 0.4; 0.6; 0.8; 1}

The observed variables are:

• The UnemployementRate, measuring the proportion of unemployed individu-

als divided by the total number of individuals.

• The Diameter of the graph.

• The proportion of hiring for each link type (the link type which has first informed

the hired individual of the existence of the vacant position): HiringFriend,HiringSpouse

and HiringColleague.

• The previous proportion has to be normalize to take into account the links prob-

abilities and the fact that there is a different number of colleagues and friends.

We define a RelativeFriendEfficiency variable, measuring the efficiency of

information given by friends, compared to information given by colleagues:

RelativeFriendEfficiency = HiringFriend
HiringColleague

∗ Max colleague
NumberOfFriends∗ProbaFriend

3 Results

3.1 Efficiency of link types

In this first set of experiments, we explore which links, in this model of the labor

market, allow individuals to find positions when unemployed. The first simulations

are run with the same number of friends and colleagues (5 each). The probability of

interaction for each link type is here systematic (perfect interaction).

The unemployment rate stabilizes around a certain level whilst the agents are

being fired and search for positions in other firms through their social acquaintances

(see Fig. 3).

Fig. 2 Example of network used for simula-

tions

Fig. 3 Efficiency of the various link types

during a typical run of the model for 5 friends

and 5 colleagues
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Simulations reflect the Granovetter’s strength of weak ties theory: even if individ-

uals have the very same number of friends and colleagues, they actually find most

of their positions (∼55%) through friendships, which is as much as through col-

league links (∼34%). This effect is confirmed by other experiments. With 2 friends,

the relative efficiency of friendship remains similar, each friend is ∼1.5 times more

useful than a colleague (see Table 2). This unemployment rate remains also similar

(slightly higher) when heterogeneity is introduced into the size of firms.

parameters Unemployment links efficiency Friend vs Colleague

rate colleagues friends spouse RelativeFriendEfficiency

same size for firms

5 friends 1.8% 37.1% 54.5% 8.4% 1.48

2 friends 3.2% 54.5% 33.0% 12.3% 1.54

fat-tailed distribution of firms’ sizes

5 friends 2.0% 39.3% 51.5% 9.3% 1.52

2 friends 3.3% 53.8% 33.8% 12.6% 1.58

Table 2 Unemployment rate and the efficiency of link types for various combinations of param-

eters (with 5 colleagues). By links’ efficiency we mean the proportion of hires done through this

link type.

3.2 Perfect interactions, weak sensitivity to networks’ structure

Surprisingly however, the structure of the network did not appear to have a strong

impact on the unemployment rate nor on the relative importance of each link type,

despite of variations such as the inclusion of three communities having a large num-

ber of endogenous links (Fig. 2). More examples with networks like the one depicted

in Fig. 4 did not shift the unemployment rate as expected, despite of the strong lo-

cal limitation of individuals acquaintances and of the big diameter of the graph (24

in average). These results contradict the conclusions from previous studies [3, 12]

which underlined the impact of segregation on simulation results (when the network

remains static during the simulation).

An analysis of the social network at different steps reveals a dramatic drop in

the network size (Fig. 5), which shows how powerful the evolution of the network

is, and explains the low impact of the initial network on the model. Whatever the

initial properties of the network are, they will be quickly destroyed by the evolution

of the network during the simulation. This may reveal a flaw in the initial model;

among others, where we neglected to take into account the different possible natures

of links [SF2]. These experiments led us to the idea of weighting the various types

of links of interactions with probabilities (strength).

Beyond the case of labor markets, this phenomenon underlines an interesting

methodological point for agent-based simulation: providing networks with many
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Fig. 4 Example of strongly community net-

work used for investigating network’s change

during simulation

Fig. 5 Evolution of network’s size during a

simulation

properties - even if plausible or real - is useless if the network’s dynamics is not

realistic.

3.3 Networks with probabilistic interactions

In order to both limit this destruction of the network and enhance the plausibil-

ity of the model, we switch from a perfect to probabilistic interaction by changing

the probabilities p(linktype), for instance with p(frienship) = ProbaFriend,

p(marie) = 1.0, p(colleagues) = 1.0. Given this parameters’ setting, individuals

have now a lower probability to discover open positions through each acquaintance,

as defined in [SF2]. We can thus compare the situation with few “strong” friends

configurations, with whom we communicate frequently, and more “weak” friends

configurations, with less frequent interactions.

Table 3 RelativeFriendEfficiency (relative efficiency of friend information compared to col-

league information) with 5 colleagues and 5 friends. For example, when there is 10% more workers

than positions (tension=1.1), when friends transmit information with probability 0.2, each friend

information transmission leads to 1.91 more hiring than a colleague information transmission.

MarketTension\ProbaFriend 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 Average

0.7 2.00 1.76 1.68 1.62 1.60 1.73

0.8 1.96 1.80 1.65 1.63 1.58 1.72

0.9 1.98 1.71 1.63 1.56 1.53 1.68

1 2.06 1.77 1.63 1.53 1.50 1.70

1.1 1.91 1.68 1.56 1.51 1.47 1.62

1.2 1.83 1.61 1.53 1.48 1.44 1.58

1.3 1.75 1.60 1.47 1.41 1.40 1.53

Average 1.90 1.68 1.57 1.51 1.48 1.63

Without surprise, information coming from friends is always more useful than

information coming from colleagues (hiring comes more often from friend than

from colleagues after normalization by number and probability). More interestingly,
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the configuration where the friends are the most useful changes with the probabil-

ity of interaction. With close friends (high probability), friends are the most effi-

cient when the market is saturated (more jobs than employees). Friend efficiency

decreases when unemployment rate increases (following market tension) because

friends are more likely to be unemployed than colleagues (which were employed

when they were added to the acquaintances). With weak friends’ links, a second

and stronger effect appears: the speed of information transfer. When there is a high

unemployment rate or a high vacancy rate, to wait several steps before transmitting

information has a stronger impact. With high unemployment, an other unemployed

person is likely to have already taken the job. And when there is a high vacancy

rate (low market tension), a colleague is likely to have found another job before the

friend information arrives. The situation when weak friends are the most efficient is

when there is the same number of jobs and workers.

This property is confirmed by the analysis of the RelativeFriendEfficiency

sensibility toward the FiringRate parameter (the probability for each employee

to be fired). Friends are more efficient than colleagues when the market is sta-

ble (low firing rate), which is understandable because the colleagues stay in the

same company, and their information is thus more redundant. What is more in-

teresting is to see that this effect is stronger for weak friends (+55% relative effi-

ciency from 0.1 to 0.01 firing rate) than for close friends (+20%). Again, the time

effect explains this difference: weak friend are more useful when a delay in the

information has less impact (when the market is stable). Extreme cases can illus-

trate this: With FiringRate = 0.01 and MarketTension = 1, weak friends

(ProbaFriend = 0.2) are 2.89 times more useful than colleagues, whereas this

value is only 1.47 with MarketTension = 1.3 and FiringRate = 0.1. Close

friends efficiency even drops to 1.19 with this configuration (colleagues are almost

as useful as friends when the market is saturated and changes very quickly).

Table 4 RelativeFriendEfficiency (relative efficiency of friend information compared to col-

league information) with 5 colleagues and 5 friends. For example, with a probability to be fired for

each worker of 1%, when friends transmit information with probability 0.2, each friend information

transmission leads to 2.49 more hiring than a colleague information transmission.

FiringRate\ProbaFriend 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 Average

0.01 2.49 2.03 1.83 1.73 1.66 1.95

0.04 1.83 1.63 1.54 1.47 1.46 1.58

0.07 1.67 1.55 1.48 1.44 1.42 1.51

0.1 1.61 1.51 1.44 1.41 1.38 1.47

Average 1.90 1.68 1.57 1.51 1.48 1.63
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4 Discussion

In this paper, we assess the impact of a rich network on a labor market, whose net-

work is partly evolving when hiring employees. This study is based on an original

experimental setting coupling a generic network generator and a model of the labor

market. Contrary to our initial expectations, first simulations had a weak sensitivity

to the initial network; we explained this fact by a fast and unrealistic evolution of

the network that quickly destroyed the initial structure. Further studies with proba-

bilistic interaction, attributed to link types, enhance the plausibility of the model and

limits the evolution of the network. Further experiments highlight the impact of var-

ious properties of the initial network. For example, experiments show that, whereas

friend are always more useful than colleagues, weak friends are especially useful

when the market is stable and with low unemployment and vacancy rate. These ex-

periments suggest that when the evolution of the network is not too simplistic, the

description of attributes of agents and various link types in the initial network has a

strong impact on the dynamics of the labor market.
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